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ABSTRACT 
Technology and websites brings the world another alternatives in conveying information 
through the global network, the Internet. A web page that adopts agent-based concepts is 
able to help its users in delivering or obtaining information regarding companies' 
information, products and services, knowledge or other means of information through 
websites. The idea of this project is to develop an Agent-based FAQ and also to compare 
an Agent-based FAQ with the Traditional FAQ. A well structured Agent-based FAQ will 
allure potential websites users to use F AQ more often to ask questions in order to clarify 
ambiguous or misunderstanding and to further request information regarding a websites. 
A survey was conducted in seeking feedback from websites users regarding Agent-based 
F AQ and Traditional F AQ. Using the Rapid Application Development-based 
methodology, this project was developed iteratively by adopting the Phased 
Development. The relevancy of this project was supported by the information gathered 
from various acknowledge articles, journals, and researched done. This report includes 
brief details regarding the development tools and languages that support the development 
of the agent software and comparison of each. The selected language to develop the agent 
is the open source AIML using Program D as the Java AIML interpreters, and included in 
this report information of AIML concept and syntax and working with AIML file(s). This 
report also explains how the AIML file(s) is being organized and stored using Knowledge 
Warehouse concept. Also include step by step in downloading, installing, configuring, 
and running Program D and the required application, such as Apache Tomcat Web Server 
and Java RunTime Environment (JRE), for Program D to works. In conclusion this report 
includes future enhancement and project continuation, and the related references. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the main information regarding the project. Include are; project 
background of study, project problem statement, project objective and scope of study. 
1.1. Background of Study 
With the advancement of technology, particularly the Internet, the world has discovered 
a new path of opportunities, switching the traditional-information delivering into a 
better far superior in terms of efficiency, productivity, profitability and competitiveness. 
The internet has made it known as one of easy and fast way in disseminate and 
delivering knowledge and information because its ability to reach every comer of the 
world [32]. Therefore it is important for website developers to embrace the methods and 
trends to ease the website users in fulfilling their needs and thirst for knowledge and 
information. Although sometimes a website seem to have a perfect content, but 
somehow website users are characterized by a different attitude with expectations that 
sites will provide all the information they need [32] and the way that easy for them to 
see. This is where Frequently Asked Question or FAQ comes in handy. FAQ does not 
change the core interaction between websites users and a websites' owner maybe, but it 
is to change the mindset of how to go about gaining information and knowledge through 
an efficient and convenient manner. 
This project is to develop an agent that offers website developer another alternative 
rather than the traditional approaches of FAQ. This project will study the elements of 
human-computer interaction and knowledge warehouse. An excellent FAQ in a website 
will benefit party who uses website to disseminate knowledge and website users. 
Website developers are able to deliver satisfactory information to the online users in an 
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easy and efficient way, while online users are able to get answers for their specific 
question at their own convenient. 
1.2. Problem Statement 
In this section consist of the project problem identification and the significant of the 
project. 
1.2.1. Problem Identification 
For the explanation below, please refer to Figure 1 
• Based on a survey conducted involving 29 participants, shows that only 44.83% 
which equivalent to 13 of internet users used FAQ to ask question. 
• Internet has been a widely used medium in information delivering to its user, 
however referring to the survey the percentage of people not using the F AQ is 
higher compared to people using the FAQ. 
Figure 1 - Pie Chart 
Result from Survey Conducted - Question 1 
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1.2.2. Significant of the Project 
This project studied the approach of agent-based FAQ for online user that need to use 
F AQ to ask question regarding the visited website. 
• Agent-based application is now progressively evolving and surfacing in 
technologies that helps and assists its user in many areas of internet use. 
• Studied to what extend does an agent-based FAQ will increase internet users' 
familiarity in using F AQ in a website, which can be applied to enhance the 
usability of websites. 
• The use of agent-based F AQ makes it possible for websites' owner to depend on 
its websites to convey information regarding the company, product or services 
or even for other means of purpose such as education, medication, entertainment 
and more. 
• Knowledge Warehouse in which to organize and manage the agent's knowledge. 
1.3. Objective and Scope of Study 
Include in this section are; project objectives, scope of study, the relevancy of project, 
and feasibility of the project within the scope and time frame. 
1.3.1. Project Objectives 
The objectives of this project are as follow; 
• To design an agent-based FAQ 
• To compare agent-based FAQ with the traditional FAQ. 
• To design an agent that has a specialized knowledge area. 
• To develop a web page that integrates with agent. 
• To study the tools and language needed to develop agent. 
• To research regarding Knowledge Warehouse in which to organize and manage 
the agent's knowledge. 
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1.3.2. Scope of Study 
The project scopes of study are as follow; 
• Designing an agent-based FAQ 
• Comparison between agent-based FAQ and traditional F AQ. 
• Developing agent in one specialize area or knowledge. 
• Developing agent and learn its associated tool and language. 
• Developing a web page that integrates with agent software. 
• Research regarding Knowledge Warehouse. 
1.3.3. The Relevancy of Project 
The relevancies of the project are; 
• Agent-based is perceived to be acknowledging by the world to be one of the 
technologies that help, assist and ease human activities [3]. 
• Many fields such as corporate company, education, entertainment, and 
communication include FAQ in their websites. FAQ is one of the alternatives 
for internet users to ask question without having to contact via telephone, fax or 
e-mail. 
• Based on the survey conducted (referring to Figure 1 ), the percentage of internet 
users using FAQ is 44.83% out of the survey sample, which almost reach up to 
half of the total (29 participants). This shows that FAQ element is also important 
for a website. 
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1.3.4. Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame 
It is important to identify the opportunities and limitation of this project in deciding 
whether the project is possible or not possible to continue. Feasibility analysis is 
described within the explained scope of study and the given one year period of 
development. To delineate and explicate feasibility of this project, the below area is 
focused. 
Technical Feasibilitv 
• This area of feasibility is to assess the technical knowledge and familiarity in 
designing and developing agent and web page. 
• Less familiarity of the scope or technology will generate more risk and imperil 
the completion of this project with the allocated time frame. 
• Since the web page will be developed using a familiar language such as Markup 
Language, therefore this project is possible to proceed and to be completed in 
timely manner. 
• However the limitation of the technical area is the technology used in designing 
and developing an agent. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
This chapter consist all the supporting information that supports the whole ideas and 
explanation. 
2.1. Supporting Information 
• What is Agent? 
The concept of an agent can be traced back to Hewitt's Actor Model (Hewitt, 1977); 
agent is perceived as self-contained, interactive and concurrently-executing object, 
possessing internal state and communication capability [1]. 
Other definition of agent which also describe the characteristic belong to an agent [2] 
are; 
• persistence (code is not executed on demand but runs continuously and decides 
for itself when it should perform some activity) 
• autonomy (agents have capabilities of task selection, prioritization, goal-directed 
behaviors, decision-making without human intervention) 
• social ability (agents are able to engage other components through some sort of 
communication and coordination, they may collaborate on a task) 
• reactivity (agents perceive the context in which they operate and react to it 
appropriately). 
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• Agent or chatbots in future? 
For most chatbots - those with fixed rules and a finite, controlled set of things to say -
the future is all about being 'useful' - helping people find information, navigate a site, 
and perhaps even offering limited advice. [3] 
• Agent Design Issue 
Some of the design issues [4] that need to consider in the development of agent-based 
systems include few question of "how" and "what". 
• how tasks are scheduled and how synchronization of tasks is achieved 
• how tasks are prioritized by agents 
• how agents can collaborate, or recruit resources 
• how agents can be re-instantiated in different environments, and how their 
internal state can be stored 
• how the environment will be probed and how a change of environment leads to 
behavioral changes of the agents 
• how messaging and communication can be achieved 
• what hierarchies of agents are useful (e.g. task execution agents, scheduling 
agents, resource providers) 
7 
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Figure 2 Intelligent Agent Simple Reflex 
Taken from Wikipedia, Intelligent Agent- Simple Reflex [ 5] 
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• WhatisFAQ? 
FAQ is an abbreviation of Frequently Asked Question. FAQ list is a set or compilation 
questions and answers pertaining to certain topic. The concept of a F AQ has become 
fairly familiar online in modern development. This can be seen in entertainment such as 
videogames where GamesFAQ has detailed descriptions of game play, including tips, 
secrets, and beginning-to-end guidance [6]. 
• Purpose or Importance ofFAQ? 
The purpose is to avoid from answering repeatedly of the same question. According to 
Usernomics [7], 
"We often get questions regarding our various disciplines. The purpose of this FAQ 
(Frequently Asked Questions) is to answer some of these questions. The objective is to 
clarify terms and concepts that are frequently encountered and often misunderstood." 
"The F AQ section on most sites is a busy and useful place to go to learn more about the 
site and possibly the products being sold there. In this site, which is non-commercial, it 
is used in a different way. It is used, as usual, to answer questions about the site, but 
more important to answer questions about Mysticism. It is an ideal way to cover a large 
area of information, in a condensed form [8]." 
• Most Common Types ofFAQ Approach 
The most frequently seen approaches ofF AQ are; 
1. Link type question-to-answer 
Description: This F AQ is designed to be a link. User will need to click on the 
question link to be directed to the answers. In this report, Linkage FAQ is used 
to represent this type of approach. 
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Here you can find answers to some of the most frequently as~ed questions about Trac. If you have a 
question not answered on this page, you can ask it on the ~_a_ilingL1s_t or 1n the ~~~C-~<~rmel. See the 
:r~ac?upport page for more options on getting support for Tr<~c. 
1. Manag~_mef"!l ?um.m_a.r)' 
1. \N_hl!re[s_th~ bjrd's eye vie_w_!l_!:!cument<~tion? 
2. InstaHing <~nd _Rtln_ning Tra_c 
1. What_operating systems does Trac_run on? 
2. >'!~~\ _l[o;:~~S~ gp_veri1_s th~. U.S!J !:!f.Tr;;<~.~ 
3. C<~n_ I migrate my bugs from _Bugzilla? 
4. What ar~ ~hE! -~er:ien-d~nCi!)s _of_Tr~c? 
5. How do I install Clearsilver? 
6. HO-W cari_I.in.st"<il"t'Ti-ai:_ -r;,- a" Specific directory? 
7. Can _I repl<lCB SQL1te With MySQL_or Po_stgreS_QL? 
e. Can_I_r:n_a_~ails- ~ultiPJe ProJ.eCt~_frOfl_l-_<l si_ngl_s- .il"!siallatio_rt _of ""fr<~p_? 
9. How can I create_a_nic_e URL to accesstrac . .cgi? 
10. Gre<~l_so_fj:W_a_rG_.: lsthe_re il. guide on:h:e~ck\~g_ t)1_~ ~emplates~ 
11. How do I relia_b_ly _c_rea~e_ j:la_ckup_s __ of my Tra_c_~:~n_~ir_onment? 
12. Ci!n l __ i.!se Trac wi~~ a remote sub~e_rs_i!l_n_ r_E!POS_Ito_ry_? 
13. How _do l change th_~¥_ftl~lll<:l!_u_s_E!d_ for displaying_ date and !i•J]e? 
14. I -~Ill- g~t~\~g_ sv~ i!llf)~rt _errors w)th_ t~a~,_ wh_at's going on? 
15. Why )s_my CSS C~?d_E!-"D~_~!l_i!"l_g_h\ghlig_h~e~~V§!O thg!Jgh!_hav_e SilVf?rGity .... 
16. Can_! use Trac_ with a swbtree of my swbversion re~ositmy? 
17. gOes_:fr~C su·PP.'?'~ svn:_eM~~-r~al S_wby_erSionrep_osi_to_ri.:!_s_? -
18. Is there a Web interface as an alternative to the tra~-admin ... 
19. rrac_s~e~S~to_ru-ri Veij510Wiy 
Yes, PostgreSQL since 0.9 and 1\llySQL since 0.~0. 
Can I manage multi pi• proj•CH from a single instilllortion of Tr,.c? 
(or do 1 have to setup a different directory for each one?) 
llr-'"'x 
LinkedFAQs 
Only one in,;tallation is required, then for each project create an Environment (using tr-=-a-:Ln 
<~ocproj> :in:Ltenv). They wil! be separate projects, all handled by the same installation of Trac. 
Note: Right now them is nO support for sharing information betwean prnjects. 
The rationale for this is that the scope of Trac (1.0) is to manage a single project, and dE> it well. Support 
for larger multi-project management adds a lot of compleKity, but is planned for post-l.O development, 
probably as a separate frameworl< around Trac. 
How can I create a nice URL to access trac.cgi? 
If you are serving Trac with Apache, you can use the following directives to let your users access Trac 
with URLs like "-:-:+_ht_tp_:J.(www . .,_xamplo.o:o_mjtr<JC/" rather than the default" 
,-__, httpi(/:..yww .. e~ample_.c_~o:n/<?gi-bin/trap._cgi". This e><ample s-hows how to set lt up fur Apache 2 on a 
Window,; server, but it worl<s just as well wlth Apache 1.3 cr on uniK. 
# lko.p tbe Tr-= c<;;:r :Lnto /trr=/ 
ScriptAli....,htcl> ~/trs.c(."J "C:/Prco;;rram Fi~es/Apache Group/A:pache2/c!;Ji-bin/trac.cq1$1,. 
# Tel.l. Tr .. c uhere it,. env:iroume:nt i" "'"'""''"'' 
<Location "/trac"> 
Set:!:nv TRAG_ENV "G:/s=v"r"':Lon/tr .. c/CogTool. dh" 
</Loc .. t:ion> 
# Authent:icate the user 
<Loc .. tion "/tr"-C/lo~t:Lnw> 
J.utbType B....,:Lc 
.lutl>Jil_.., "Tr<~.c" 
J.uthll,.erF:il.e c: /subv=,.ion/R<:po/,.vn-=er"' 
-- · ----- -- ---: -:·c.--:.:-:- 1 
Figure 3 Example of Linkage FAQ 
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2. Top down question-to-answer 
Description: This F AQ approach list and display all the questions and answers 
from top to bottom. User will need to go through from top to bottom to look for 
intended question. In this report, Top-down F AQ is used to represent this type of 
approach. 
UReviodon: 2.5 $ $!late: 00/09/05 19:17:48 $] 
Send up11ate5 to 3bl-faa@nyx.es.d" "-du. 
Part 1 O:f 2 
Subject: 0.1. T!lble of Contents :for part 1 of the :faq. 
0.1. Table of Contents .tor p=t 1 of ehe :faq. 
1.0. G!':n.,rlll 
1.1. Uhat: exactly are the AT&T UNIX PC, PC7300, Wld 3B1? 
1. 2. lihat is the operating syst""'? Its origilt3? 
1.3. Uhe.t are the ~osu Archives"? 
1.4. lllho supports these """'hines? Are &here any user groups? 
1.5. Uhere can I get Illy !lllmhi""' serviced or fixed? 
2.0. Software 
2 .1. Hov do I ~t ftl7 free Persorw.l Calendar prOg>;"ll'? 
2,2. lihat is "THE STORE!" and how can I fll''""ss it? 
2.3. I"' thece =Y GNU software available? 
2.'). Ie the X lJindov system available for the UNIX PC? 
2.5, lihat•s !IGR? 
2.6. How can I get a full 360kB vhen I fon>Bt a 113-DOS :tloppy 
on the UNIX PC? 
2.7. A-.:e the~::e any other utilities foe fiddling ;rith liS-DOS 
floppies? 
:0:.8. &bat commercial software 11as available for the UNIX PC? 
Subjeco;;: 1.0. General 
This section contains general questions about the 1Jnix-PC. 
Subject: 1.1. Vhat exactly 111::e the AT&T UNIX PC, PC730D, and 3B1? 
The name "UNIX PC" is a catch-all name :tor a set o:f machines 
developed by Convergent Technologies (nov part o:f 1Jnisys) and sold by 
AT&T in the mid to leote SO's, all having the same basic configuration: 
o lO!!Hz 68010 Vith custom mro 
o delrle.nd paged, virtual rnen10ry UNIX (ll!ll'lX. process size 2 .5.8) 
o 10/20/40/67HB disk 
o 5l<lk/1l'J/2HB RAH 
o monochr~JI~E, quasi-Hercules display 
AS marketing strategies c!l8nged 1Ull1 b'"!lic :features were added, 
the original offering (tbe PC7300) becWDe known as the 3B1. The 7300 
machines :featured 512k R.!H on the motherboard OTith a 10 or 201!B disk. 
The later 7300' s :featured 11'1 on the motherboard and a <lOllll half-height 
Biniscrib" drive. The later 381 ma.chines had lB or 2!1 on che motherboard, 
and came 11ith a '10 or 671!B disk. .A.ccommodaeing ehe l8I:ger, :full-height 
drives in the 3Bl re!IUired that a hump be added to ehe sloping, 
'!ledge-shaped CaEie cop, The 3Bl alBO has a he:ftier paver supply. 
Subject: 1.2. What i" the operating system? Its origins? 
The operating system is based on UNIX 5'{Btem V Release 2, with 
exteill!lions :f!'om B3D 4.1, B3D 4.2, S'{Btem V Rele!IEie 3 and Conve!'qent 
Technologies. The DIOSt recent version is 3.51, vith" 3.S:tm FIXDISK 
(2.0) available. The TIXDISK ... ..,., owailable :!'rON AT'T directly, but; is 
nov only avu.ilal:lle on the OSU Archives as FIXDISK2.0+IN. 
SUbject: 1.3- i!bat are the "OSU Archives"? 
OSU-CIS is an Ohio State Univeraity computer sy.seem uhich 
holds a very llll:qe selection o£ UNIX-PC-related vroqra:ms and :files. 
"(] --·-· ·--··--- '- -- - --------- -------~---------=~:_--------:-- ----:·-- -------- --~--~~--- ,,.:-_-- - ---- . 
ListofFAQs 
List of answers 
Figure 4 Example ofTop-down FAQ 
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The suggested improve approach is; 
3. Agent-based FAQ 
Description: This approach will use the advantage of agentbot. This approach 
allows user to ask by typing in the intended question, and directly get the answer 
for it. In this report, Directly Ask F AQ is used to address this type of approach. 
• What is knowledge? 
Knowledge may be thought of as information in use, or the set of rules and relationships 
that enable value added, skilled performance. It is a higher level aggregation and 
interpretation of information and data. Knowledge may consist of work procedures and 
processes, precedents, details and conceptual relationships between topics in a domain 
[23]. Knowledge is often represented in the form of an expert's rules [24]. Another 
interpretation of knowledge is that knowledge is generated when information is 
combined with context and experience [25]. 
• What is Repository? 
A repository is a central place where data is stored and maintained. A repository can be 
a place where multiple databases or files are located for distribution over a network, or a 
repository can be a location that is directly accessible to the user without having to 
travel across a network [26]. 
• What is Data Warehouse? 
A data warehouse is a repository of an organization's data, where the informational 
assets of the organization are stored and managed, to support various activities such as 
queries[27]. The data warehouse need not to be a relational database and data can 
physically reside on any number of computers, as it must be organized to hold 
information in a structure that best supports not only ad hoc queries, reporting and 
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sophisticated decision support analysis, but also advanced analysis techniques, like data 
mining [27][28] and for decision makers to get at the data they need [29]. 
• What is Knowledge Warehouse? 
In a journal entitled The Knowledge Warehouse: Reusing Knowledge Components, 
knowledge warehouse consists of knowledge components (KCs) that are defined as the 
smallest level in which knowledge can be decomposed. Knowledge warehouse is also 
parallel to the concepts of data warehouse, and can also be called a data repository [28] 
[30]. A major economic benefit of any database lies in storing information once, in a 
form that is accessible by other systems that need it [28]. 
• What is ad hoc querying? 
As mentioned earlier data warehouse is organize in a way that supports ad hoc query. 
Literally, ad hoc means "for this [purpose]" that signify a solution that has been tailored 
to a specific purpose [31 ]. Therefore ad hoc query may also be interpreted as question 
for a specific purpose. 
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• Tools for Developing Agent 
Development Tools or Language 
AI Description Price 
Jabberwacky - Not an Artificial Life model, nor a Markov $30 yearly 
[9] Chain, nor a Neural Net, nor a Fuzzy Logic 
system, or any other single recognized AI 
technique. 
-
It is a complex, layered set of heuristics that 
produce results through analyses of 
conversational context, and positive 
feedback. 
-
The approach is data-centric, probabilistic 
and statistical, yet at the same time distinctly 
chaotic in nature, tiny_differences in context 
can make huge differences, as is true of 
human life. 
ALICE - AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Free/Open 
Artificial Language) is an XML-compliant language Source 
Intelligent that is easy to learn, and makes it possible to 
[10] begin customizing an Alicebot or creating one 
from scratch within minutes. 
- Presently possible with HTML and XML 
- AIML has been designed for ease of 
implementation, ease of use by newcomers, 
and for interoperability with XML and XML 
derivatives such as XHTML 
Extempo - Extempo offers the products to enable to Not 
[11] create Expert Character™ solutions for Mentioned 
training needs. 
- Patented Expert Character™ technology is 
the result of many years of experience in 
researching, developing, and deploying 
character-based solutions fore-learning and 
related applications. 
- Authoring and Analysis tools puts custom 
Expert Character™ development within the 
reach of the learning professional. 
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Development Tools or Language (continue) 
AI Description Price 
Corby [12] - Corby is an intelligent conversation Freeware 
robot that simulates human verbal 
behaviour. 
-
It is based on a very simple stimulus-
response model. 
- The stimulus consists in a statement 
provided by the user, which causes 
Corby to provide an appropriate 
response. 
Botizen [1 0] - BOTizen Live Chat is a live chat and Not Mentioned 
real-time live monitoring software 
package that allows online businesses 
to proactively interact with website 
visitors. 
- It offers instantaneous help to your 
website visitors when they need it the 
most. 
Stauri - Stauri FAQtaur is a development tool to Normal Price : 
FAQtaur create an interactive software agent that $59.95 
can be programmed to automatically Introductory 
respond to questions by querying a pre- Price: $39.95 
established questions and answers 
database. The conversational nature 
can make interacting with the agent 
informative, interesting and entertaining. 
Network - Network Query Language(TM) Professional 
Query technology is a scripting language Edition:$1 ,500 
Language(TM) designed to simplify the creation of Standard: 
technology agents, bots and Web applications. $295 
Table I Development Tools or Language 
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Comparison of AI Development Tools or Language 
AI Notes 
Jabberwacky [9] - Expensive 
ALICE Artificial - Provides open source interpreter 
Intelligent [1 0][13] - Easy learning language 
-
Open source language 
-
Compatible with XML an HTML 
- The design goals for AIML are: 
- AIML shall be easy for people to learn. 
-
AIML shall encode the minimal concept set 
necessary to enable a stimulus-response 
knowledge system modeled on that of the 
original A.L.I.C.E. 
- AIML shall be compatible with XML. 
-
It shall be easy to write programs that process 
AIML documents. 
-
AIML objects should be human-legible and 
reasonably clear. 
- The design of AIML shall be formal and concise. 
- AIML shall not incorporate dependencies upon 
any other language. 
Extempo [11] - For professional use 
Corby [12] - Learning in Corby takes a very long time 
- Therefore a serious user of Corby should consider 
leaving the application always running. 
- This consumes CPU resources 
- Does not include a knowledge base 
- Freeware 
Botizen [10] - For corporate use 





Table 2 Comparison of AI Development Tools or Language 
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Therefore, based on the AI development tools and languages listed above, this project 
will adopt ALICE Artificial Intelligent Approach or AIML language to develop the 
agent for this project. 
Reguirements of AIML Language 
The AIML include three open source free software products [10]. 
1. The specification of the AIML language itself. 
2. Various free software interpreters that implement. 
3. The contents of the ALICE brain written in AIML (and other free AIML sets 
that exist). 
Free Software Interpreters 
Software Language Description 
Interpreters 
Pandorabots.com Lisp Pandorabots.com is a software robot hosting 
[14] service. 
- From any browser, client may create 
and publish their own robots to anyone 
via the web. 
- Pandorabots technology yields one of 
the fastest bots available on the 
Internet. 
- The bots are based on AIML entirely 
from the work of Dr. Richard Wallace 
and the A.L.I.C.E. and AIML free 
software community. 
- This site offers perhaps the most 
convenient way to get started 
publishing a bot. 
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Free Software Intemreters (continue) 
Software Language Description 
Interpreters 
Chatterbean Java ChatterBean is an AIML interpreter (also known 
[14] as "Aiicebot") written in pure Java. Its ultimate 
objectives are: 
-
fully compliant to the current (1.0.1) 
AIML standard 
- simple, easily customizable, JavaBeans-
compliant plug-in architecture 
-
self-contained, a ChatterBean release 
should compile and run on any machine 
with an appropriate version of the JDK 
installed, regardless of operating system 
and without depend on anything not 
provided in the distribution package itself 
- rely on the Java API for writing concise 
code, easy to understand and modify; 
- provide thorough API documentation 
through the Javadoc tool 
- robust set of tests, "white box" and 
"black box" 
- controllable application framework. 
- limited set of features. 
Program E [14] PHP Program E is a platform for running artificial 
intelligence robots. 
- It is written in PHP and uses MySQL for 
its backend database. 
- Program E runs bats that are written in 
Artificial Intelligence Markup Language 
or AIML. 
- Supports HTML, FLASH, XML-R 
Program# [14] .NET Program#, an AIML interpreter in .Net, under 
the GNU GPL. 
- It was developed using the 1.1 version of 
.NET 
- I'm also pleased to say that it works with 
Mono (tested with v1.0.5). 
Integrate into Windows Forms applications, 
Windows services and Web services. 
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Software Language Description 
Interpreters 
Program D [15] Java - most widely used free/open source AIML 
bot platform 
- feature-complete, best-tested 
implementation of the current AIML 
specification 
- supports unlimited multiple bots in a 
single server instance 
-
open-ended architecture for interacting 
via any interface 
- standard release provides a J2EE web 
application implementation that can be 
deployed as a .war file 
- includes an automated testing 
framework for testing knowledge bases 
- packaged with an AIML Test Suite that 
verifies that the program itself complies 
to the AIML specification 
- implemented in Java, and uses many 
features of the latest JDK to provide 
optimum code reliability 
Libaiml [16] C++ - libaiml is an AIML interpreter fully written 
in C++ from scratch oriented towards 
Linux systems. 
Table 3 Free Software Interpreters 
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Comparison of Software Interpreters 
(The familiarity of the language for each software interpreters is rated using either one 
of stated range: 1 =Not familiar, 2 =Familiar, 3 =Too Familiar. 
The learrtability of the language for each software interpreters is rated using either one 
of stated range: 1 =Hard, 2 =Medium, 3 =Easy. ) 
Software Familiarity Learnability Notes 
Interpreters of 
Language 
Pandorabots.c 1 - - Pandorabots.com is a web 
om hosting for agent. 
[14] - Suitable for novices and 
expert users to create a 
chatterbot. 
- Only requires for 
knowledge on AIML 
language either minimal or 
advanced depending on 
the user. 
- Does not have to learn the 
Lisp language to create a 
chatter bot. 
- Can be run on any web 
browser. 
- Implements on any 
operating system 
Chatterbean 2 2 - Requires developer to 
[14] learn Java Language 
- Requires for installation of 
JDK 
- Implements on any 
operating system 
ProgramE 2 2 - Requires developer to 
[14][17] learn PHP Language 
- Implements on any 
operatino svstem 
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Software Familiarity Learnability Notes 
Interpreters of 
Language 
Program# [14] 2 2 - Requires developer to 
learn .NET 
Program D 2 2 - Requires developer to 
[15] learn Java Language 
- Requires for installation of 
JDK 
- Implements on any 
operating system 
Libaiml [16] 2 2 - Requires developer to 
learn C++ Language 
- But runs on Linux 
operating system only. 
Table 4 Comparison of Software Interpreters 
Therefore, so far Pandorabots.com is used as the AIML interpreters for developing the 
agent in version I. The rationales are; 
• Regardless of which AIML interpreters is used, the backend language to create 
the agent intelligence is AIML. 
• Since the aim and purpose of delivering version I is to learn how to add 
knowledge to the agent knowledge web using AIML. 
• Pandorabots.com allows both novice and advance user to learn the AIML. 
• Pandorabots.com allows advance user to have their own custom .aiml to be 
added or used instead of using what have been create by Pandorabots.com 
• Pandorabots.com provides an easy web hosting for the agent. 
• It is time saving as Pandorbots.com does not requires the user to learn the Lisp 
language. Advance user only need to code for the .aim! (used for agent 
knowledge web) and .html (used for user interface), and no need to worry on 
how to integrates of both .aim! and .html. 
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• Pandorabots.com provides step-by-step guides in hosting agent and includes 
avatar sample to be used. 
AIML Interpreter for Latter Version of Agent Development- Program D 
As mentioned earlier, Pandorabots.com is being used for earlier development of version 
1 with the main purpose to assist learning of AIML. However for the latter development 
of agent, Program D [15] is used instead. Below is information regarding the version of 
Program D is being used. 
PROGRAMD 
Latest Release 4.6 on 12 March 2006 
Downloadable htt!;1://www .aitools.org/Downloads#Program D 
Maintainer Noel Bush (mailto:noel@.aitools.org) 
Table 5 Program D 
Steps starting from installation, configuration, and using Program D will be explained in 
Chapter 5 Technical Information and Configuration. 
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• Advantages of RAD methodology and iterative development 
"Iteration allows for effectiveness and self-correction. Studies have shown that human 
beings almost never perform a complex task correctly the first time. However, people 
are extremely good at making an adequate beginning and then making many small 
refinements and improvements." [18] 
" ... Rapid Application Development has two primary advantages: increased speed of 
development and increased quality." [19] 
"The advantages of RAD methodology include greater flexibility for scope changes, 
being able to identify limitations earlier in the development process and to deliver 




METHODOLOGY I PROJECT WORK 
The methodology that adopted is the Rapid Application Development (RAD). RAD-
based methodology is applicable to a system or project that has time constraint as the 
project limitation. This methodology compresses the analysis, design, build, and test 
phases into a series of short, iterative development cycles. Iteration allows for 
effectiveness and self-correction. Figure 5 in the next page shows the initial Phased 































Figure 5 Phased Development 
Taken from System Analysis & Design [21] 
Referring to the initial phased development, this project will use the modified RAD-
based methodology which is shown in Figure 6 based on the needs of this project. 
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STAGE 2- DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
...... ---- ...... 
/ ' 
/ ( Analysis 'f 




',,! __ ~~~)~ 
Figure 6 Project Methodology Diagram 
STAGE3-
CONTROLLING 
( Weekly Report ) 
STAGE4-
CLOSING 
F ina! Report 
Final 
Presentation 
Adapted from Phased Development (System Analysis & Design [21]) 
3.1.1. Stage 1 -Initial Design Engagement 
Initial Design Engagement, IDE in the stage 1 is where brainstorming of the project is 
being done. The steps in this stage are further explained in the next page. 
• Identify Project Objectives 
It is important to identify objectives of a project, where it is the target for the project in 
completion stage. A project is evaluated either or not has achieve the targeted 
objectives. As for this project, its objectives has been identified and discussed earlier in 
Chapter 1 of this report. 
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• Identify Project Scope 
The following step is identifying scope of project. Project scope is also important as 
project objectives, where if project scope is not properly defmed or vague, developer 
might face scope creep. In this project the scope creep is where the initial scope will 
grow over time. Therefore to avoid this, the project scope was identified and justified 
clearly to avoid problems and risks during and toward the end of project life cycle. This 
project scope has been defined earlier in Chapter 1 of this report. 
• Information Gathering 
To understand on how about to complete this project, all necessary data and information 
were gathered and collected. Method implemented for data collection and information 
gathering was by reviewing certified journals and articles from Internet and books. 
3.1.2. Stage 2- Design and Development 
This is the phase where the product was actually being developed. The approach of 
RAD that is implemented was the Phased Development. The Phased Development-
based methodology breaks the overall project into a series of version that are developed 
sequentially. The project starts step by step, where the version 1 had the minimal 
specification. The analysis phase of version 1 leads to detailed design and development 
followed by testing. Once the version 1 was implemented, work began on version 2. 
Additional analysis and new ideas was added. This process continues until the project 
was completed. 
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3.1.3. Stage 3 - Controlling 
The output of this stage is the weekly report/logbook to be submitted to associate 
supervisor in monitoring progress of this project. 
3.1.4. Stage 4 - Closing 
This is the final stage where a complete product is delivered and presented. 
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3.2. Tool 
3.2.1. Development tool 
• Macromedia Dream Weaver 
• Program D (Java AIML Interpreters) 
3.2.2. Hardware 
• Personal Computer 
3.2.3. Development Language 
• HTML (to create website) 
• XML Language and AlML Language (to create agent) 
• Java 
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3.3. Product Interface: Agent-based FAQ (Directly Ask FAQ) 
I am an agent specialized in Hotel Resel\lation. 
Please type in your question regarding Hotel Reservation and I will assist you. 
Yon Asked: 
Hotel Assistant silid: Connected to test case AIML set. 
Your Question: 1-1 --·-·-·--··-------------------------!1 __ Submit . ! ! __________________ ----~ 







Hotel Assistant said: Complete and send to us the reservation form with 
e-mail address and a valid credit card number.As soon we receive your 




Dialogue Histmy with Hotel Assistant 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------~~~:B~utton 
Assistant> Connected to test case AIML set. 
Hello 
Assistant> Hi there! 
How to make hotel reservation 
Assistant> Complete and send to us the reservation form with e-mail 
I~~~:::~ and a valid -credit card number.As soon we receive your request we will I c your chosen hotel to confirm the reservation. 




User Input box In the input box, user will type in 
question to be addressed to the agent 
Dialogue History Display all the conversation user has 
with agent This scroll-down text area 
is set to read only. 
Recently asked question area Display the recently asked question by 
user. 
Agent answering area Display answers for recently asked 
question. 
Submit Button User click on the button to submit 
question to agent This question is 
displayed at Recently asked question 
area and its answer is displayed at 
Agent answering area. 
Table 6 Interface Description 
Relevancy oflnterface Design 
• Bigger is better 
To read text on computer screens is hard, therefore choose appropriate font size. 
Bigger font size gives better experience in reading. According to Roger Black [33], 
"If you really want someone to notice your page, make it easy to read." 
• Color your world sparingly 
White is the best background with black holds the highest contrast to white, so it is 
the choice for font type set on a white background. The most importance is to make 
sure the font type contrasts well with the background, avoid the temptation to play 
with exotic color schemes [33], and keep backgrounds simple and muted [35]. 
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• Faster beats fancier 
Interface uses Ajax capabilities requiring no page refresh between input sent to the 
agent, and answers retrieval. Provide faster page uploading to gives more pleasing 
user experience and avoid one of the possibilities for website users to leave the site 
and never come back[33]. 
• Content is king. 
According to Roger Black [33], "In magazines or in Web sites, people skim and 
surf. If you don't give them something quickly, they absorb nothing". With .an 
answer-focused FAQ, website user will find their answers easily [33]. 
• Small bytes go down easier 
The Agent-based FAQ page requires minimal scrolling down. A short page makes a 
webpage more appealing [33] [36]. 
• Reduce short-term memory load 
According Shneiderman's 8 Golden Rules [34] that the user need not to be burdened 
to memorize, therefore memory load is reduced by having Dialogue History where 
user may refer to the question previously asked. 
• Group information logically (interaction and history) 
The user-agent interaction and the dialogue history are separated with a horizontal 
line and white space [35]. 
• Density 
The best computer interfaces will not distract the learner with an overwhelming 
array of images, icons, text objects, or features. "Less is more" according to a web 
desigu site [36]. 
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3.4. Knowledge Specialized Agent 
As mentioned earlier, this agent is specialized in one area of knowledge. In comparing 
the Agent-based F AQ and traditional-based F AQ, this project focused on Hotel 
Reservation F AQ. The product of this project is agent that concentrates in frequently 
asked question regarding hotel reservation. Therefore here is the list of knowledge that 
the developed agent has; 
• Knowledge on Hotel Reservation 
I. Making an Hotel Reservation 
2. Miscellaneous 
3. Price & Payment 
4. Confirm Reservation 
5. Other Than Online Reservation 
• Knowledge on Salutation or Greetings (include in appendix is the sample code of 
knowledge on salutation) 
Further explanations regarding the agent's knowledge can be referred in Chapter 5 
under section Agent Knowledge Warehouse/Repository and Agent Learning Directive 
in Program D. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Include in this chapter are; System Architecture, Comparison between Agent-based 
FAQ with Traditional FAQ, Survey result, and Testing and Result conducted on FAQ 
Approach. 




3. 1. Request/ 
Input 























Figure 8 System Architecture 
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Program D is a Java AIML interpreter and since this project is a web-based application 
then Program D requires a web application server to runs. For this project Apache 
Tomcat 5.5 is used. Apache Tomcat serves as java servlet container that is used in the 
official Reference Implementation for the Java Servlet and JavaServer Pages 
technologies. Apache Tomcat also acts as a deployer for Program D where developer 
will interact through Tomcat Web Application Manager. 
Knowledge component in Figure 8 refers to the AIML file that was created and 
organized in Program D. Program D that contains all AIML files acts as an AIML 
interpreter and will processed all the loaded AIML files in its directory. In other words, 
the knowledge components are where the agent knowledge resides. Further explanation 
of the AIML files or the knowledge components is included in the next Chapter 5 
Technical and Configuration, in section Agent Knowledge Warehouse/Repository and 
Agent Learning Directive in Program D. 
Below details is to briefly explain on how the agent will work based on the Figure 8 -
System Architecture. 
1. Client with specific task and goals will send request/input in question form to 
the agent through a user interface. The request/input is needed in completing the 
client's task or to achieve goals. 
2. Through the interface, Program D as the AIML interpreter will search for the 
matched response to the request/input. 
After the matched response is found, then it response back to the client's question. 
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4.2. Comparison between Agent-based FAQ with Traditional FAQ 
Comparison of the Three Types ofFAO Approaches 
Element/Issue Linkage FAQ Top-down FAQ Directly Ask FAQ 
Depending on Depending on how 
how many FAQs many FAQs and its Only answer to 
are listed. subsequent answers the requested Page Length The longer the list, are listed. question is 
the lengthy the The longer the list, the displayed. 
page will be. lengthy the page will be. 
Depending on the Answer to Depending on the listed FAQs and its question is listed FAQs. subsequent answers. directly displayed 
Time The longer the The longer the FAQs upon asking. No FAQs list, more list, more time is Consuming time is needed to needed to go through time needed to go 
go through the the listed FAQs and through a long list 
listed FAQs. its subsequent FAQ. 
answers. 
Usually the Only answer to 
adjacent answers the requested 
Answer-focus in the FAQs list All answers are question is 
(easy to find are displayed too displayed from top to displayed. Therefore focus is answers) depending on the bottom. 
only to the length of the 
requested answer. displayed 
answers. 
Depending on Depending on how Page is not 
how many FAQs many FAQs and its stuffed with text 
are listed. subsequent answers as only the Pleasant are listed. 
looking page If there are many If there are many answer for the FAQs, the page requested 
will be lengthy and FAQs, the page will question is 
stuffed with text. be lengthy and stuffed displayed. 
with text from top to 
bottom. 
Table 7 Companson of the Three Types ofFAQ Approaches 
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4.3. Survey Result 
This survey is conducted to evaluate user acceptance of the three types of F AQ 
approach; Linkage FAQ, Top-down FAQ and Directly Ask FAQ. This survey has been 
carried out online and successfully collected 29 participants. Include in the appendices 
is the survey question. The results are as follow; 
• Do you oftenly use FAQ to ask question? 
Figure 9 Pie Chart 
Result from Survey Conducted - Question 1 
This shows that 44.83% or equivalent to 13 participants uses F AQ to ask question. The 
percentage is almost up to half of the total number of participant, which means that 
FAQ is also an important element in a website. 
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• How do you like the FAQ approach? Please rate accordingly. 
Figure 10 Pie Chart 
Result from Survey Conducted - Question 2 
Directly Ask and Linkage approach gained high percentage as very good with 24.14% 
(7 participants) and 20.69% (6 participants) accordingly. While 13 (44.83%) and 10 
(34.48%) participants rated Linkage and Directly Ask approach as good, accordingly. 
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However, the average score for Directly Ask F AQ rated as the highest with 70.40% 
compared to Linkage FAQ and Top-down FAQ with 69.60% and 65.60%, accordingly. 
• Which type ofFAQ approach is the easiest? Please rate accordingly. 
Figure 11 Pie Chart 
Result from Survey Conducted - Question 3 
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Directly Ask F AQ is rated as the easiest approach for F AQ with the highest percentage 
of 42.38% (12 participants) followed by Linkage FAQ with 34.48% (10 participants) 
and Top-down FAQ with 13.79% (4 participants). 
• Which FAQ approach do you think is the fastest way to get an answer? Please 
rate in the range of 1-3. 
Figure 12 Pie Chart 
Result from Survey Conducted - Question 4 
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Linkage F AQ with 44.83% is higher by one participant compared to Directly Ask FAQ 
with 41.83% (12 participants). 
• What do you think the appearance of each FAQ approach? Rate in the range 
ofl-3. 
Figure 13 Pie Chart 
Result from Survey Conducted - Question 5 
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Although Directly Ask approach is rated as the second good approach with 34.48% 
compared to Linkage F AQ with 51.72%, it has the lowest poor rating compared to other 
approaches with 13.79%, and with the highest moderate rating with 51.72%. 
• Which FAQ approach is most effective? 
Figure 14 Pie Chart 
Result from Survey Conducted - Question 6 
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Both Directly Ask FAQ and Linkage F AQ are rated as the most effective approach with 
equal percentage of 40.00%. Directly Ask F AQ has the lowest least with only 20.00% 
followed by Top-down F AQ with 24.00% and Linkage FAQ with 36.00%. 
• How do you like the answer (text) will be? Please rate accordingly. 
Figure 15 Pie Chart 
Result from Survey Conducted - Question 7 
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58.62% or 17 participants most preferred answers to be in point form followed by 
blocks of text with 20.69% and chunks of text with 13.79%. However 34.48% (10 
participants) preferred answer to be in chunks of text followed by point form with 
31.03% and blocks of text with 10.34%. 
• Do you think Directly Ask FAQ is convenient? 
Figure 16 Pie Chart 
Result from Survey Conducted - Question 8 
72.4% (21 participants) conclude that Directly Ask FAQ is convenient to satisfy their 
need, compare to only 27.59% (8 participants) who concluded that it is inconvenient. 
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Directly Ask F AQ has the highest average score in three elements which are; 
• How do you like the F AQ approach? 
• Which type ofF AQ approach is the easiest? 
• Which F AQ approach is most effective? 
and second higher for the elements of 
• Which F AQ approach do you think is the fastest way to get an answer? 
• What do you think the appearance of each FAQ approach? 
In conclusion, the feedback received from this survey shows that the internet users favor 
the Directly Ask FAQ approach and it is convincing to be implemented. 
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4.4. Testing and Result 
This subsection explained the type of test conducted followed by the test result. I 
conducted two type of testing which are black box testing and acceptance test. 
4.4.1. Black box testing 
Black box testing was done by me to check how well the prototype meets the project 
objectives. Purpose of this testing was to find missing and incorrect function. What I did 
was exercising the prototype with the input for which the expected output was known. 
This testing was conducted consistently throughout the product development. 
4.4.2. Acceptance Test 
Another testing was acceptance test. Purpose of this test was to have the completed 
Agent-based FAQ prototype to be tested by end users. The prototype was validated with 
the user expectation and to determine whether it is ready to deploy. Method used was 
observation, note taking, and acceptance test survey. The three methods used was to 
identify level of difficulties, confusions, dissatisfactions, etc. that users experience 
while interacting with Agent-based F AQ prototype. The sample of acceptance test 
survey is included in the appendices for reference. 
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4.4.3. Test Result 
This result is mainly regarding the acceptance test conducted upon the Agent-based F AQ. 
Criteria Based on Agent-based FAQ 
Table below shows the results of the test pertaining to the criteria of the prototype. 
Criteria 
Easier Attract in 
User/Tester Easy to to get using Improve Number of irrelevant 
use 
Communicative specific FAQ customer answer/number of 
more service question asked answer 
often 
User 1 y y N y y 14/21 
User2 y y y y y 11/12 
User3 y y y y y 9/13 
User4 y y N y y 9/20 
User5 y y y y y 5/15 
User6 y y y N y 6/11 
User? y y y y y 14/17 
Table 8 Criteria Based on Agent-based F AQ 
Legend: Yes: Y, No: N 
In conclusion, based on table 8 shows that the Agent-based FAQ approach is, 
• Easy to use 
• Communicative and interesting 
• Easier in getting specific answers 
• Attract people to use F AQ more frequent 
• Improve Customer service on website 
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Comments and recommendation for Agent-based FAQ 
Table below illustrates the comments and recommendation by the users after experiencing the prototype. 
Future Recommendation 
User/Tester Incorporate with Agent make reservation on 
voice behalf of user Comments 
User 1 Preferred Most Preferred 
• This approach should be 
User2 Not Preferred Preferred implemented on lengthy 
FAQ. 
User3 Moderate Moderate 
• Interesting and easy to 
User4 Not Preferred Most Preferred use. 
• Interface should be more 
interesting 
• Make it have more 
User 5 Not Preferred Moderate knowledgble and 
understand users' 
question 
• Enhance as is function 
User6 Most Preferred Preferred with direct answer 
• Make it more interactive 
User? Preferred Most Preferred • Make it able to answer 
more questions 
Table 9 Comments and recommendation for Agent-based F AQ 
In conclusion, based on the users' conunents this Agent-based F AQ, 
• Should be implemented on lengthy FAQ 
• Enhance traditional F AQ with direct answer 
• Should be To be more knowledgeable 
• Should have more attractive interface 
Future recommendation for Agent-based FAQ 
From the survey it is concluded that; 
• Mostly does not prefer to have Agent-based FAQ that incorporate with voice 
• A positive feedback to have the agent to make reservation on behalf of the user 
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Reason of not or seldom using the FAQ 
Include in this survey is to identify the reason why website users seldom or not using the F AQ function. 
Reason User1 User2 User3 User4 UserS Total Weight I User 
Time consuming 1 5 2 1 3 12 
Useless 6 6 6 5 5 28 
Nothing to ask 4 2 1 6 4 17 
Hard to get answers 2 4 3 3 1 13 
I usually e-mail/ 
contact the person in 3 3 4 2 6 18 charge 
Leave and switch to 
other website that 
provide better 5 1 5 4 2 17 
information 
Table 10 Reason of not or seldom using the F AQ 
(Reasons are rated from the range of I (most likely) until6 (least likely)) 
Therefore from the total weight calculated the most likely reasons to the least likely 
reasons are as follow (below reason are organize from the most to the least likely); 
• Time consuming 
• Hard to get answers 
• Nothing to ask and leave and switch to other website that provide better information 
• I usually e-mail/ contact the person in charge 
• Useless 
Include in this survey also is to see the importance of FAQ for the website users, which 
are; 
• To get help or information 
• To clarify ambiguous or understanding 
• To help novice user 
• To get information without needing to read all from a page 
Benefits of Agent-based F AQ 
Based on the overall results of the acceptance test, it can be concluded that the Agent-
based F AQ gives positive result with the advantage of; 
Layout 
• No lengthy page 
• Less scrolling on the window page 
• Less text on page 
Functionality 
• Less time consuming 
• Focus and Direct answer 
• Eliminate unnecessary information 
• Easy in to get answer 
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Other(s) 
• To avoid losing potential customer 
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CHAPTERS 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND CONFIGURATION 
Include in this chapter are solely on technical and configuration of the development 
tools and language used. 
5.1. Technical and Configuration 
In the first part of this section is an introduction of AIML concepts and syntax that was 
used to code for the agent's knowledge or the knowledge components. This is followed 
by steps to download, install, configure, and run program D. The subsequent section 
will be on downloading AIML sets, agent knowledge warehouse/repository, agent 
learning directives and loading and adding AIML file in Program D. 
5.1.1. Introduction to AIML Language 
The items between < and > are called AIML tags or elements. Each AIML tag has an 
opening tag and a closing tag of the form: 
<SOMETAG> //information </SOMETAG> 
So, for example 
<aiml version="l.O"> //information </aiml> 
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AIMLSvntax 
Below is the basic and simple AIML syntax and structure. 




















Below is the example of conversation between hwnan and robot, where the following 
diagram is the conversation converted respectively to AIML. 
Human: Hello, my name is Doubly Aimless 
Robot: Hello Mr. Aimless or is it Dr. Aimless? 
Human: I am a profound doubter of Alice 
Robot: Why do you doubt Alice? 
Human: Because, for me, AIML technology can do little beyond 
being a platform to display witticisms 
Robot: Ok. 
Figure 18 Example ofhwnan-robot conversation 
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Hello, my name is Doubly Aimless 
</pattern> 
<template> 





I am a profound doubter of Alice 
</pattern> 
<template> 





Because, for me, AIML technology can do 
little beyond being a platform to 
display witticisms 
</pattern> 
<template> Ok. </template> 
</category> 
</aiml> 
Figure 19 Converted human-robot conversations to AIML 
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Main Unit in AIML Syntax and its Description 
Syntax <category> ... < I category > 
Description A specific question (pattern) can be visualized as a kind of path 
(consisting of a link represents by the words and nodes 
represented by spaces between the words) beginning at the 
center of the Knowledge Web and built up by a series of links and 
nodes, and that finally terminates in a Response Template. The 
specific path through the Knowledge Web along with the 
(Response) Template is called a Category. 
Example <category> 
<pattern> 
Hello, my name is Doubly Aimless 
</pattern> 
<template> 
Hello Mr. Aimless or is it Dr. Aimless? 
</template> 
</category> 
Syntax < pattern > ... < I pattern > 
Description Specifically to code for human input or request. 
Example <pattern> 
Hello, my name is Doubly Aimless 
</pattern> 
Syntax <template> ... < I template > 
Description Specifically to code for computer response. 
Example <template> 
Hello Mr. Aimless or is it Dr. Aimless? 
</template> 
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Syntax < random > ... < I random > 






Syntax < li > ... < I li > 




Syntax < srai > . . . < I srai > 
Description The text between the tags should be sent recursively to the 
pattern matcher and the result interpreted. It allows having the 
same answer (computer response in template) for different type of 
user input (pattern) but with similar meaning. 
Example <category> 
<pattern> Linux</pattern> 
<template>Linux is a good OS</template> 
</category> 
<category> 




<pattern> What Linux is </pattern> 
<template><srai>Linux</srai></template> 
</category> 
"<srai>Linux</ srai>" will find the matcher of "Linux" and 
replace the template. 
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Syntax < I star> 
Description Indicates the input text fragment matching the pattern '*' 






Syntax < that > ... < I that > 
Description Using <THAT> the robot is capable of remembering what it said in 
the previous interaction and makes the conversation more 
meaningful. 
Example Robot: Do not ask me any more questions please. 
Client: WHY 




DO NOT ASK ME ANY MORE QUESTIONS PLEASE 
</that> 
<template> 





Description To group together categories. 





<li> How much do you love me?</li> 
<li> Why don't you ever show me you love 
me?</li> 
<li> Why is it so difficult for you to show 
affection?</li> 







5.1.2. Download, Install, Configure, and Run Program D 
Preparation 
This part will explain step by step from downloading, installing, configuring, and 
running the Program D and any other required application [22]. 
1. Download Program D 
• There are many choices in which Program D is selected, based on the user's 
need. Since this project is to enable web user to talk or interact with the agent 
through a web page, therefore the Program D "webapp" is downloaded. The 
distribution is available at http://www.aitools.org/Downloads#Program D. 
Download the distribution under Web Application (.war file), either the zip or 
tar.bz2. 
2. Download Web Application Server 
• There are three types of available web application server, which are Tomcat, 
JBoss, and Jetty. For this project I choose Tomcat or Apache Tomcat. 
• Download the latest version of Apache Tomcat, which is Apache Tomcat 5.X. 
• The version is available at http://tomcat.apache.org/download-55.cgi 
• For this project the Apache Tomcat 5.517 Binary Distribution is downloaded. 
3. Download and Install Java Runtime (or SDK) 
• Download and install a Java 2 version 1.5 compatible NM. Examples are the 
Sun JRE (Java Runtime Edition) or SDK (Software Development Kit). 
Preferably the JRE than the SDK (16MB as compared to 44MB). SDK is needed 
if to rebuild the program, or want to develop own Java programs. 
• The JRE distribution is available at http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/download.jsp 
• If the JRE is already installed before this, check its version. Preferably to use 
Update 6 or later releases ("1.5.0 _06"). 
• To check, go to Start> Run> cmd and type java -version 
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Figure 20 Command Prompt Showing the Installed Java Version 
Unzip/Untar Downloaded Program D 
Unzip/untar the Program D download in a convenient location. The root directory for 
Windows can be (C:\, perhaps). The unzipping/untarring process will create a directory 
called PrograrnD that will contain all the program files. 
File Edit View FavoriiBs Tools Help 
G.i~Bad< • Lj)) . fJ s~c<h Foldero ; lili]• 
Address ~-~-:Jrogr-__ -_ .-~:;~~--· .-,--~· -;;.~;;;_o ____ :._.~--~----:-----==~=====~=----====--~----=]~j ~·Go fJc, 
File and Folder Tasks 
'{;) Make a new Folder 
tJ Pllbli~h l:l-ii!; folder to the 
web 
liif Share this folder 
jQ programd-4.6-war 
l[j MY Documents 
eJ Shared Documents 
'] MY Computer 
~ MY NetWork Place~ 
Details 
'CJ- ·a resources 
l ~~ WAR File • progcamd 
, .._ 1,870 I<B 
Figure 21 Program Files contained in Program D 
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Install Binary Distribution of Apache Tomcat 5.5.17 
Include in the binary distribution, is the executable Windows installer. Run the .exe. 
Once the installation of the Apache Tomcat is complete, a folder \var is created. 
Configuration and Deployment 
Program D can be deployed as a .war file to a J2EE web application server. For the 
programd-4.6-war.tar.bz2 (or .zip) file, it contains; 
• A ready-to-go . war file 
• Two other directories, conf and resources, that need to be placed on your application 
server's file system. 
The conf directory contains configuration files needed to run Program D. These could 
be included directly in the . war file, but for your convenience, they are provided 
separately so you do not need to recreate the . war file. (The web.xml file included in the 
.war file expects to find this directory at /var/programdlconf/core.xml. If you are unable 
to place the directory there, or do not wish to, you must recreate the .war file.) The 
resources directory is only a subset of the full resources directory from the source 
download, and contains only the test AIML. You do not, of course, need to use it if you 
are providing your own AIML. It is referenced by conf/bots.xml. What you need to do 
IS; 
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• Copy the conf and resources directories to /var/programd, and 
File Ed~ V""' Favoriles Tools He!> 
~Back· ,)Y fJ Search [[" Fo~ers : lill]• 
l.ddressr~-C~:\v-,..-~~~~~~---~ 
File aud Folder Tasks 
·{) Make a new fold€r 
d Publish this folder to the 
Web 
~ Share this folder 
other Places 
File Edit V'e#/ Favailes Tools 1-e~ 
r§t j fJ search rt~: FokErs 
1CJ PrograrnD 
""'· 
"'" ~ Lo:caiDisk(C:) Address ~,i:l-C-:1-var-\j'rojr-an<l. -~-~~~~. 
• 
File and Folder Tasks }: 
ZJ Mallo a new folder 
~ PtiDish tlis folder to the 
. ., 
~ Share this fokler 
. ~-- P"'l"arro ig, li·JAR Fi!e 
- 1,870 !\& 




Q My Computer 
~ My Network Places 
Details :~:,· 
~ resources 
Figure 22 Directories conf and resources are copied to \var\ProgramD\ 
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• Upload the .war file usmg the Tomcat manager application. To open Tomcat 
manager application, Start > All Programs > Apache Tomcat 5.5 > Tomcat 
Manager. 
' .. , .. , 
loooo~o' ~ 
Conte!d Path {optional}: ~-~-"~:~-~--" 
XML Configuration file URL: [- ---~--:­










Select WAR file to upload [~~~-!i~i~~\P.~_g·@_~~-;;;:-=~~-====.J! Browse .. -. 
I De~loy I 
Figure 23 Using Tomcat Manager to upload .war file 
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.}~t··-!O'x 










Figure 24 Successful Deployment of .war file 
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Running Program D From Web Server 
In using Tomcat' web application manager to start the application is by clicking the 
"Start" link. 
Click Start to 
enable Program D 
Figure 25 Running Program D from web server 
Figure below shows that Program D is started and ready to be used. 
Tomcat Web Application Manager 
1~~--- ---~OK-·-_::· .. S~ar;;d-;;plication at c:ontext path /progr~ --Message: ~------- -~---~---·-----·----~- ~~-~-----------------~~-i 
- ---~----------- --------~1 
Figure 26 Program D is ready to be used. 
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Interacting With Program D 
To interact with Program D through a default web interface, click on programd link. 
Here several of test input can be tested. 
Click programd to 
test several input 
Figure 27 To Interact With Program D 
After clicking the link, a default web interface is displayed as shown below. 
YourBot> awa2Connected to test case AIML set 
YourBot said: awa2Connected to test case AJML set. 
Figure 28 Default Web Interface 
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Examples of Test Input 
Input: TESTDISPLA YSET 
~~""r said: TEST ATOMIC 
YomBotsaid: Testcase#01. 
Test passed. 
YourBot> awa2Connected to test case AIML Set 
you> TEST ATOMIC 
YourBot> Test case #01. 
Test passed. 
Figure 29 Example of Test Input 
Output: Test case #02. 
Test passed. 
l.I<.-B-1 said: TESTDISPLAYSET 
YourBotsaid: Test case #02. 
Test passed. 
YourBot> awa2Connected to test case AIML set. 
you> TEST ATOMIC 
Say IJ __ :::::::~::.:::~=~=:~~===] Sub"'" I YourBot> Test case #01. Test passed. 
you> 1ESIDISPLAYSET 
YourBot> Test case #D2. 
Test passed. 
Figure 30 Example of Test Input 
The Program D download includes a test suite for verifying AIML compatibility, to 
check that installation is working. Above is one of the inputs in the test suite. The 
AIML file of the test suite is located at C:\var\ProgramD\resources\testing\AIML.aiml. 
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5.1.3. Download Free AIML 
Free download of AIML set is available at http:/ /www.aitools.org/Free AIML sets. 
5.1.4. Agent Knowledge Warehouse/Repository 
Each elements of above topic; Agent, Knowledge, Repository, and warehouse has been 
defined in Chapter 2 Literature Review and Theory. However, again this section will 
recap the meaning of each of them. Agent is defined as self-contained, interactive and 
has communication capability which in current technology its future is relating to 
helping people find information, and perhaps offering limited advice. Knowledge in the 
other hand is generated when information is combined with context and experience, and 
may thought of as information in use. Data, information, and knowledge may be stored 
and maintained in central place such as databases, files or a location that we refer as 
data repository or knowledge warehouse. Knowledge warehouse consists of knowledge 
components (KCs) that are defined as the smallest level in which knowledge can be 
decomposed. 
For this project, the agent's knowledge is developed, stored, organized, and processed 
in a location or a folder named "hotelReservation" that has the directory of 
" ... var\ProgramD\resources\hote!Reservation". In other words, this folder 
"hotelReservation" is the agent knowledge warehouse consists of AIML files as the 
knowledge components. 
Agent-based FAQ, serve the purpose like any other traditional-based FAQ, which is to 
provide answers to the frequently asked question by website users, however the product 
of the agent will focus on the knowledge regarding hotel reservation. 
Figure 31 describes the agent knowledge warehouse and the knowledge components in 
a diagram. 
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Knowledge : Hotel Reservation 
Knowledge Warehouse: Folder name "hotelReservation" m directory 
" ... var\ProgramD\resources\ hotelReservation". 
Main Knowledge Component, KC (s) : 
• Making an Hotel Reservation 
• Miscellaneous 
• Price & Payment 
• Confirm Reservation 
• Other Than Online Reservation 
Related Knowledge Component, KC (s): 
• Salutations 
Knowledge Warehouse 










Figure 31 Agent Knowledge Warehouse 
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5.1.5. Agent Learning Directive in Program D 
The knowledge of agent is hard coded using AIML and stored as .aim! file, which can 
also be referred as knowledge component. Each .aim! file may contain a single topic or 
more. For example, salutation.aiml contains only salutation, while geography.aiml 
contains knowledge only on geography. However one .aim! file may also contains more 
than one topic. For example knowledge regarding salutation and geography can be 
combined and stored in one .aim! file, such as knowledge.aiml. 
It is up to the developer on how to organize the knowledge of agent. The knowledge of 
agent is what that contains inside the .aim! file, such as salutation.aiml and 
geography.aiml or knowledge.aiml. In using Program D, 
<learn> ... </learn> 
learn directive is used to call the .aim! files or knowledge components, such as 
salutation.aiml and geography.aiml or knowledge.aiml. 
With this learn directive, Program D knows where to locate and load the knowledge 
components or .aim! files. The following subsection explains how to use learn directive 
to load .aim! file. 
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5.1.6. Loading and Adding AIML File 
Learn directive function is processed immediately upon startup of Program D. To 
specify a new .aiml file to load, open the bots.xrnl in the PrograrnD\conf directory. 
xsi: schemaLocation="http: / /ai tools. org/pr:og:t:alll.d/4. 6/bot-configumtion ht-tp: 
<bot id="Sample:Bot" enabled,."t:r:ue"> 
<p:tope:t:ties h:t:ef="pJ::oper:ties. xml" I> 
<predicates href="predicates. xml" I> 
<substitutions h:r:ef="substitutions.xml"/> 
<sentence-splitte:r:5 h:tef="sentence-spli tte:t:s .xml" I> 
<listenei:s h:t:ef="listenet:s.xml"/~ 
·(!--<learn> .. /aiiiLl/ P.M./~. ':..ii<J.l</lea:cn:~ 
<leaJ.::n> .. /.s.iml/alice/'". aim.l</ learn> 
<lea_rr0· .. / aJ.r..tl/F:tenchAIHL/". ai11d<:/ leanL>· 
<lear:r0 •. /aiml/Germe::n.Altce/''. air,.i.l</ le.al::T(!' 
<lear_n_., .. /aim_l/Iila.ria/o-. aiml</learr0 
<learn .. "' .. /:Otiml/ .3t.anda:t:d/1;. aim!;./ le:':JJ:ll."> --> 
<testing> 
<test-suite-path> •. /~esou~ces/testing/AIML.xml</test-suite-path> 
<~epo~t-di~ectory>/var/log/ptogramd/test-reports</report-directo~y> 
</testing> 
<learn> .. /~esources/testinq/AIML.aiml</learn> 
</bot> 
</bots> 
<learn> .. /aiml/AAA/*.aiml 
</learn> 
<learn> .. /resources/testing 
/Humor.aiml</learn> 
Figure 32 Adding .aim! File Using Learn Directives 
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There are two ways in specifying the .aiml file to load. First is using "glob" -like or "*" 
wildcard and second is to directly specify the filename. Further explanation is as follow; 
• Using "glob"-like or"*" wildcard 
<learn> .. /aiml/AAA/*.aiml</learn> 
The example shown above is using a "glob"-like or"*" wildcard patterns for specifying 
files to load. The path specification is relative to the current file, so this indicates that 
within a directory reached by going one level up (to the main PROGRAMD directory), 
and then into a directory called aim!, and from there into a subdirectory called AAA, the 
program loaded all files that end in .aim!. Meaning more than one AIML files are 
loaded. 
• Directly specify the filename 
<learn> .. /resources/testing/Humor.aiml</learn> 
As for the above example, Program D will load the Humor.aiml file located in the 
subdirectory testing. Using this way, only the specified AIML file is loaded. 
To load more than one AIML file is to use multiple learn directives. For example, to 
load salutation.airnl and geography.airnl, these two learn directives must be included in 
bots.xml 
<learn> .. /resources/testing/salutation.aiml</learn> 
<learn> .. /resources/testing/geography.aiml </learn> 
In conclusion, either both mentioned alternatives, it serve the same purpose in loading 
and adding AIML file. After the .aim! files have been loaded, it can be tested by 
interacting with Program D as explained earlier. 
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CHAPTER6 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
6.1. Relevancy to the Objectives 
Therefore in conclusion, as the project title implies "Agent-based F AQ" is to give 
website developers to have other alternative than the traditional-based FAQ in 
answering question regarding their website, products or services, and information. 
Agent-based FAQ received a positive feedback from website users that were involved 
in the acceptance test. Agent-based FAQ offered many advantages such as less time 
consuming, eliminate unnecessary information, easier in getting answer, and avoid 
losing potential web customer. The study of the elements and characteristics of human-
computer interaction of page design enhanced the reliability of this project. The agent 
software was developed using AIML, extended language of XML that uses Program D 
as the AIML interpreters, while the user interface was developed using HTML. This 
project was created version by version, where the first version will have the most 
minimal specification and was added towards the end of development process. 
6.2. Suggested Future Work for Expansion and Continuation 
For future enhancement, the agent can be incorporate with voice and emotion while 
communicating with user (Multimodal interaction). This project is based on single-
agent software which later can span its capability by communicating and interacting 
with other agents or also called as multi-agent software using middleware agent 
software. It is also recommended by the user from the survey conducted that in the 
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Free Otr"U:'" , Survey On FAQ Approach 
Survey:~; .coM 
This survey is conducted to gather information 
regarding the FAQ layout and design that users find it most convinient. 
The information gathered will be used for final year project which is to 
enhance the FAQ layout and design to ease website users. 
Instruction: Please kindly go to each links to see example of each FAQ 
approach before comparing and answering the questions below. 
1. Linkage FAQ: Click on the question link and it will direct you to 
the answer. 
Click here to see Linkage Fags 
2. Top-down FAQ: Questions and answers will be displayed 
accordingly in top-down approach. 
Click here to see Top-down FAQ 
3. Directly ask F AQ. User type in question, and answer will be 
displayed. 
Click here to see Directly ask FAO 

Click Here to Conduct Your Own Survey 
APPENDIX2 
Agent-based F AQ Prototype 
Purpose: To conduct testing for Agent-based F AQ prototype. 
Instructions: Assuming that you are a tourist aod uses the internet to surf for hotel to 
accommodate you. Assuming also that you have questions regarding the below matters 
aod uses the prototype to get aoswers (regarding Making Reservation, Miscellaneous, 
and Price and Payment). 
Making Reservation 
1. Making hotel reservation. 
(How to make hotel reservation?) 
2. When will get the confirm reservation. 
(when will i get the confirmation?) 
3. Other thao online reservation (Reservation by phone or fax) 
( cao i make reservation through phone?) 
4. Operating Time 
(at what time reservation cao be made?) 
5. Required information for reservation 
(what are the required information for reservation?) 
Miscellaneous 
6. Contact number for help 
7. Cater food for vegetariao customer 
8. Check in aod check out time 
Price and Payment 
9. Rates 
10. Price 
11. Changes in price 
12. Type of credit card accepted 
13. Problem with credit card 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Survey on Agent-Based FAO 
This survey is conducted to collect user feedback after using a prototype of Agent-based 
FAQ. 
First part contains general questions regarding F AQ and as for the latter part of survey 
question is pertaining to the prototype and its future recommendation. 
General Question (Most questions require you to tick your answer except for Question 2 
and Question 4) 




(Skip Question 2) 
No (Skip Question 3 and 4) 
2) If for Question I your answer is No, rate your reason why from the range of 1(most likely) 
until 6 (least likely). 
Time consuming 
Useless 
Nothing to ask 
Hard to get answers 
I usually emaiVcontact the person in charge 
Leave and switch to other website that provide better information 
3) If for Question 1 your answer is Yes, how often you use the F AQ? 
Seldom D 
D (Skip 
Moderate Question 4) 
D (Skip 






4) If for Question 3 your answer is Seldom, tate your reason why from the range of 1(most likely) 
until6 (least likely). 
Time consuming 
Useless 
Nothing to ask 
Hard to get answers 
I usually emaiVcontact the person in charge 











No (Please specifY why?) 




No (Please specifY why?) 




(Please specifY why?) 
No (Please specifY why?) 
Based on the Agent-based F AQ prototype 




No (Please specifY why?) 




No (Please specifY why?) 




No (Please specifY why?) 





No (Please specify why?) 




No (Please specify why?) 
Based on Future Recommendation of the Agent-based F AQ prototype 
13) How would you like if Agent-basedFAQ able to answer your question 
both through speech (incorporate with voice) and text? 













Snippets code ofMakingReservation.AIML 
<?xml version="l.O" encoding="IS0-8859-1"?> 





<!-- This file contains information in making reservation --> 
<!-- 1st question:How do I reserve my hotel room ? 
Making an online reservation is easy. Just complete the reservation form making 
sure that you have given us your e-mail address and a valid credit card number, 
then send it us. As soon we receive your request we will contact your chosen 
hotel to confirm the reservation. It is our policy to reply to all request 




<template>Complete and send to us the reservation form with e-mail 
address and a valid credit card number. As soon we receive your request we will 
contact your chosen hotel to confirm the reservation. 
</template> 
</category> 
<category> <pattern>MAKING Reservation</pattern> 
<template><srai>Reservation</srai> </template></category> 
<category> <pattern>MAKING * Reservation</pattern> 
<template><srai>Reservation</srai> </ternplate></category> 
<category> <pattern>How Reservation</pattern> 
<template><srai>Reservation</srai> </template></category> 
<category> <pattern>How * Reservation</pattern> 
<template><srai>Reservation</srai> </ternplate></category> 
<category> <pattern>* How * Reservation</pattern> 
<template><srai>Reservation</srai> </template></category> 
<category> <pattern>reserve room</pattern> 
<template><srai>Reservation</srai></template></category> 
<category> <pattern>HOW * reserve room</pattern> 
<template><srai>Reservation</srai></ternplate></category> 




<category> <pattern>_ Reserve</pattern> 
<ternplate><srai>Reservation</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category> <pattern>BOOKING room</pattern> 
<ternplate><srai>Reservation</srai></template></category> 
<category> <pattern>_ BOOKING room</pattern> 
<ternplate><srai>Reservation</srai></ternplate></category> 




Snippets code of ConfmnReservation.AIML 
<?xml version="l.O" encoding="IS0-8859-1"?> 





<!-- This file contains information in making reservation --> 
<!-- As soon we receive your request we will contact your chosen hotel to 
confirm the reservation. It is our policy to reply to all request within 24 
hours.--> 
<category> 
<pattern>POLICY</pattern><template>It is our policy to reply to all 




<that>As soon we receive your request we will contact your chosen hotel 





<that>As soon we receive your request we will contact your chosen hotel 





<that>As soon we receive your request we will contact your chosen hotel 





<that>As soon we receive your request we will contact your chosen hotel 





<that>As soon we receive your request we will contact your chosen hotel 





Snippets code of otherThanOnlineReservation.aiml 
<?xml version="l.O" encoding="IS0-8859-1"?> 






I don't want to make a reservation online, what can I do ? 
You can 
-Reserve by fax : You can send us a fax using our form at the following numbers 
: +603-9133-4195 
-Reservation by phone (+603) 9133-2000 : Our call Centre. 
Malaysia Office 
9.30 am. - 6.00 pm. (Mon-Fri) 
9.30 am. - 01.00 pm. (Sat) 
Our multilingual team is highly trained and skilled to provide you the best 
service concerning your reservation enquiries. Please make sure you have all 
those following information, they will be asked to you by our representatives 
Hotel(s), location, Country 
Arrival and departure date 
Room(s) type (s) 
Number of adults and children 
Any specific room preferences you may have 
Your phone number, E-mail address 
and/or fax number ( including country and area code ) 
Your full credit card information. 
--> 
<category> 
<pattern>Reservation by phone</pattern> 
<template>Call our centre at the following numbers 
2000.<html:br/> 
(+603) 9133-
<t-- <think><set name="Reservation">Reservation by phone</set></think> 
<get name="Reservation"/> --> 
Do you want to know our operating time before calling our 
centre?</ternplate> 
</category> 
<category><pattern>* Reservation by phone</pattern><template><srai>Reservation 
by phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>Reservation by phone *</pattern><ternplate><srai>Reservation 
by phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* Reservation by phone 
*</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* Reservation * phone</pattern><template><srai>Reservation 
by phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>Reservation * phone *</pattern><template><srai>Reservation 
by phone</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* Reservation * phone *</pattern><template><srai>Reservation 
by phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>Phone reservation</pattern><ternplate><srai>Reservation by 
phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* Booking by phone</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
phone</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>Booking by phone *</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* Booking by phone *</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* Booking * phone</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
phone</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category> 
<pattern>Reservation by fax</pattern> 
<template>Send us fax using our form at the following numbers 
+603-9133-4195.<htm1:br/> 
<!-- <think><set name="Reservation">Reservation by fax</set></think> 
<get narne="Reservation"/> --> 
Do you want to know the information needed for reservation?</template> 
</category> 
<category><pattern>* Booking by fax</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
fax</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>Booking by fax *</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
fax</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* Booking by fax *</pattern><ternplate><srai>Reservation by 
fax</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>fax and phone 
reservation</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
fax</srai><html:br/><srai>Reservation by phone</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>reservation * fax and 
phone</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
fax</srai><htrnl:br/><srai>Reservation by phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>fax and phone * 
reservation</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
fax</srai><html:br/><srai>Reservation by phone</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>phone and fax 
reservation</pattern><template><srai>Reservation by 
fax</srai><html:br/><srai>Reservation by phone</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category> 
<pattern>Operating time</pattern> 
<template>This is for Malaysia Office only 
<html:br/> 
1) 9.30 am. 





- 6.00 pm. (Mon-Fri)<html:br/> 
- 01.00 pm. (Sat)<html:br/> 
to know the information needed for reservation? 
<category> <pattern>* TIME RESERVATION *</pattern> <template><srai>Operating 
time</srai></template></category> 
<category> <pattern>* TIME * RESERVATION *</pattern> 
<ternplate><srai>Operating time</srai></template></category> 
<category> <pattern>TIME * RESERVATION</pattern> <ternplate><srai>Operating 
time</srai></template></category> 















<pattern>_ working time</pattern> 
<template><srai>Operating time</srai><htrnl:br/>Do you want to know the 
information needed for reservation?</template> 
</category> 
<category> 
<pattern>working time _</pattern> 
<template><srai>Operating tirne</srai><htrnl:br/>Do you want to know the 
information needed for reservation?</template 
</category> <category><pattern>* fax OR phone * 
reservation</pattern><template><srai>Other than online 
reservation</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>phone OR fax reservation</pattern><template><srai>Other than 
online reservation</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>reservation * phone OR fax</pattern><template><srai>Other 
than online reservation</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>phone OR fax * reservation</pattern><ternplate><srai>Other 
than online reservation</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* phone OR fax reservation</pattern><ternplate><srai>Other 
than online reservation</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* reservation * phone OR fax</pattern><template><srai>Other 
than online reservation</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* phone OR fax * reservation</pattern><ternplate><srai>Other 
than online reservation</srai></ternplate></category> 
</aiml> 
APPENDIX6 
Snippets code ofPricePayment.aiml 
<?xrnl version="l.O" encoding="IS0-8859-1"?> 





<!-- Are the rates on your site per person or per room per night ? 
The quoted room rate is per room per night. The rate will reflect the number 
of persons you entered on the Search Form. It is for one person if you selected 




<template>The quoted room rate is per room per night.<htrnl:br/>The rate 
will reflect the number of persons you entered on the Search Form. 
<html:br/>It is for one person if you selected one person and it's for 








<!-- Why is the price different to when I last checked ? 
Apart from changes that may be made to reflect market conditions, the prices 
are shown in the currency requested by the user and these are subject to 
currency fluctuations. 
Therefore there may be slight variations in price on a daily basis that will 
reflect any movement in the currency exchange levels. 
Once a booking has been created however, the currency exchange rate for that 
booking is fixed as those at the booking creation date, even if further items 
are added to the booking. 





<ternplate>The prices include service charges, local taxes and in many 
cases breakfast.</ternplate> 
</category> 
<category><pattern>WHAT * THE 
PRICE</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>WHAT * THE PRICE 
RATES</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>WHAT * THE 
PRICE</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * THE 
PRICE</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * THE PRICE 
RATES</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * THE PRICE 
*</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>MAY * THE 
PRICE</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>MAY * THE PRICE 
RATES</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>MAY * THE 
PRICE</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>CAN * THE 
PRICE</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>CAN * THE PRICE 
RATES</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 




<category><pattern>WHAT * PRICE 
RATES</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 




<category><pattern>TELL * PRICE 
RATES</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 




<category><pattern>MAY * PRICE 
RATES</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 




<category><pattern>CAN * PRICE 
RATES</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 






<category><pattern>HOW MUCH * 
PAY</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>HOW MUCH * 
COST</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* HIGHEST PRICE 
*</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 








<ternplate>Apart from changes that may be made to reflect market 
conditions, the prices are shown in the currency requested by the user and 





<template>Therefore there may be slight variations in price on a daily 
basis that will reflect any movement in the currency exchange levels. 




<template>Once a booking has been created however, the currency exchange 
rate for that booking is fixed as those at the booking creation date, even if 
further items are added to the booking. <html:br/></ternplate> 
</category> 
<category><pattern>WHY * PRICE DIFFERENT</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>WHY * PRICE RATES DIFFERENT</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>WHY * PRICE * DIFFERENT</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>WHY * PRICE * DIFFERENT *</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Oifferent</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>WHY THE PRICE * DIFFERENT</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>WHY THE PRICE * DIFFERENT *</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>WHY * DIFFERENT * PRICE</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>WHY * DIFFERENT * PRICE *</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * PRICE DIFFERENT</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * PRICE RATES DIFFERENT</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * PRICE * DIFFERENT</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * PRICE * DIFFERENT *</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Oifferent</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL THE PRICE * DIFFERENT</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL THE PRICE * DIFFERENT *</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * DIFFERENT * PRICE</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * DIFFERENT * PRICE *</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></template></Category> 
<category><pattern>THE PRICE * DIFFERENT</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>THE PRICE * DIFFERENT *</pattern><template><srai>Price 
Different</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* THE PRICE * 
CHANGE</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>WHY * PRICE 
CHANGES</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>WHY * PRICE CHANGES 
*</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * PRICE 
CHANGES</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>TELL * PRICE CHANGES 
*</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* CHANGES * 
PRICE</pattern><template><srai>Price</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* CHANGES * PRICE 
*</pattern><ternplate><srai>Price</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>Yes</pattern><that>Do you like to know 
rnore</that><ternplate><srai>Price 
Different2</srai><htrnl:br/></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* Yes</pattern><that>Do you like to know 
more</that><ternplate><srai>Price 
Different2</srai><html:br/></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>Yes *</pattern><that>Do you like to know 
more</that><ternplate><srai>Price 
Different2</srai><html:br/></template></category> 
<category><pattern>_ Yes _</pattern><that>Do you like to know 
rnore</that><ternplate><srai>Price 
Different2</srai><htrnl:br/></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>NO</pattern><that>Do you like to know 
more</that><template>Ok then do you have anything else to ask regarding your 
reservation?</template></category> 
<category><pattern>* NO</pattern><that>Do you like to know 
more</that><template>Ok then do you have anything else to ask regarding your 
reservation?</ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>NO *</pattern><that>Do you like to know 
more</that><template>Ok then do you have anything else to ask regarding your 
reservation?</template></category> 
<category><pattern> NO </pattern><that>Do you like to know 
more</that><template>ok then do you have anything else to ask regarding your 
reservation?</template></category> 
<category><pattern>Yes</pattern><that>Do you want me to 
continue</that><template><srai>Price 
Different3</srai><html:br/></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* Yes</pattern><that>Do you want me to 
continue</that><template><srai>Price 
Different3</srai><htrnl:br/></template></category> 
<category><pattern>Yes *</pattern><that>Do you want me to 
continue</that><template><srai>Price 
Different3</srai><htrnl:br/></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern> Yes </pattern><that>Do you want me to 
continue</that><ternPlate><srai>Price 
Different3</srai><htrnl:br/></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>Continue</pattern><that>Do you want me to 
continue</that><ternplate><srai>Price 
Different3</srai><htrnl:br/></template></category> 
<category><pattern>No</pattern><that>Do you want me to 
continue</that><ternplate>Ok then do you have anything else to ask regarding 
your reservation?</template></category> 
<category><pattern>* NO</pattern><that>Do you want me to 
continue</that><template>Ok then.do you have anything else to ask regarding 
your reservation?</template></category> 
<category><pattern>No *</pattern><that>Do you want me to 
continue</that><ternplate>Ok then do you have anything else to ask regarding 
your reservation?</template></category> 
<category><pattern> No </pattein><that>Do you want me to 
continue</that><temPlate">ok then:do you have anything else to ask regarding 
your reservation?</template></ca~egory> 
<!-- What credit I debit cards are accepted ? 
We currently accept the Visa, MasterCard --> 
<category> 
<pattern>Credit card</pattern> 
<template>We currently accept the Visa, and MasterCard</template> 
</category> 
<category><pattern>* credit card * accept</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* accept credit card</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* pay * credit card</pattern><ternplate><srai>Credit 
card</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* payment * credit card</pattern><ternplate><srai>Credit 
card</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>payrnent * credit card</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* payment * credit card</pattern><ternplate><srai>Credit 
card</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* credit card * payrnent</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* credit card * pay</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* pay * credit card</pattern><ternplate><srai>Credit 
card</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* use credit card</pattern><ternplate><srai>Credit 
card</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* ACCEPT MASTERCARD</pattern><ternplate><srai>Credit 
card</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* ACCEPT VISA</pattern><ternplate><srai>Credit 
card</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* ACCEPT VISA * MASTERCARD</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* VISA * MASTERCARD</pattern><ternplate><srai>Credit 
card</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* VISA * MASTERCARD *</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>* TYPE OF credit card</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* TYPE OF credit card *</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card</srai></template></category> 
<!-- My credit card number is correct, but it is not accepted. Why ? 
There are a few possibilities: 
Your card type is not accepted at the hotel. 
The card expiration date precedes the reservation date. 
You have reached your credit limit. 
There is a computer error. --> 
<category> 
<pattern>Credit Card Problern</pattern> 
<template>There are a few possibilities, please check one of these 
following:<html:br/> 
1. <srai>Credit card</srai><htrnl:br/> 
2. The card expiration date precedes the reservation date.<htrnl:br/> 
3. You have reached your credit lirnit.<html:br/> 
4. There is a computer error.<htrnl:br/> 
5. Invalid credit card number. 
</template> 
</category> 
<category><pattern>* credit card * not accepted</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card Problem</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>credit card * not accepted</pattern><ternplate><srai>Credit 
card Problem</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* credit card * not accepted 
*</pattern><template><srai>Credit card Problem</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>credit card * not accepted *</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card Problem</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* credit card * not accepted 
*</pattern><template><srai>Credit card Problem</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* problem * credit card</pattern><template><srai>Credit card 
Problern</srai></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>problem * credit card</pattern><template><srai>Credit card 
Problem</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* problem * credit card *</pattern><template><srai>Credit 
card Problem</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* credit card problem</pattern><template><srai>Credit card 
Problem</srai></template></category> 
<category><pattern>* credit card problem *</pattern><template><srai>Credit card 
Problem</srai></template></category> 




Snippets code ofMiscellaneous.aiml 
<?xml version="l.O" encoding="IS0-8859-1"?> 





<!-- This file contains miscellaneous information --> 
<!--Who do I contact if I need help ? 
You can call us at (+603) 78054380, we are available from Monday to Saturday, 9 
a.m to 7 p.m (GMT+B). --> 
<category> 
<pattern>HELP</pattern> 
<template>You can call us at(+603} 78054380, we are available from Monday 














<category><pattern>* call * 
ASSISTANCE</pattern><template><srai>help</srai></template></category> 


















<category><pattern>* contact * 
ASISSTANCE</pattern><ternplate><srai>help</srai></template></category> 








<!-- Can I have vegetarian food ? 













<!-- What are the check in and check out times ? 
Normal policy of hotels displayed on our web site is for check in time from 
2:00PM (14:00 hrs.) and the check out time before Noon (12:00 hrs.) --> 
<category> 
<pattern>CHECK IN</pattern> 
<template>Normal policy of hotels displayed on our web site is for 
<html:br/> 
1. check in time is from 2:00PM (14:00 hrs.)<html:br/> 




<category><pattern> CHECK IN</pattern><template><srai>CHECK 
IN</srai></template><lcategory> 
<category><pattern>CHECK IN _</pattern><template><srai>CHECK 
IN</srai></template></category> 




<category><pattern> CHECK OUT</pattern><template><srai>CHECK 
IN</srai></template><lcategory> 
<category><pattern>CHECK OUT </pattern><template><srai>CHECK 
IN</srai></template></categorY> 
<category><pattern>* CHECK OUT *</pattern><template><srai>CHECK 
IN</srai></ternplate></category> 




Snippets code of Salutation.aiml 
<?xml version="l.O" encoding="IS0-8859-1"?> 

































































</random>What is your name?</template></category> 
<category><pattern>*</pattern><that>WHAT IS YOUR NAME</that><ternplate><randorn> 
<li>Nice to meet you 
<set name="name"><person/></set> 
<get name= 11 narne 11 /></li> 
<li>Glad to talk to you 
<set name="name"><person/></set> 
<get name="name" /></li> 
</randorn></ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>YOU ARE WELCOME</pattern><template><random><li>The pleasure 
was all mine.</li><li>Don't mention it.</li><li>Polite people are 
nice.</li></random></template></category> 
<category><pattern>YOUR WELCOME</pattern><template>I think you mean "you are 
welcome".</ternplate></category> 
<category><pattern>YOUR WELCOME *</pattern><ternplate> 
<srai>YOU ARE WELCOME</srai></template></category> 
</airnl> 
